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The regional war in Kurdistan and the Middle East lead the

way to one of the greatest tragedies in the human history. This
war has not only affected the region but the entire world. 
The majority of the people who have been displaced from war still
don’t have a place to live and many are still on routes hoping to
live a better life. Unfortunately, death becomes much easier for
the people on routes. 

Almost every day one refugee dies on Mediterranean and Aegean
Sea.  What’s even more tragic is that it’s unpredictable to know
when the war and the demolition in the region will end. The basic
task of humanitarian institution is to help and meet the needs of
the people whose lives has been 
Devastated by the trauma of war, resolve their grievances, try to
eliminate the destruction of war and to avoid migration. Until
now, it’s a huge question mark to define how much humanitarian
institution has fulfilled their tasks.
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Heyva sor a Kurdistane was founded in 1993 to help the people
living under the heavy conditions of war, help the victims of war
who were forced to leave their countries and migrated. Heyva Sor
is a humanitarian charity that grows with the help of people and
becomes a hope for the civilians in Kurdistan. Our aim is to meet
basic human needs such as food, medications, shelters and con-
duction of educational activities etc.  Heyva Sor Have built many
health centres and hospitals to serve the people within the region
as well to provide medical assistance and equipment. The charity
strive s to help the people who are victimised by priority to the
most urgent and indispensable considering principles of humanity
without a race, religious beliefs, class and thoughts amongst peo-
ple. It promotes mutual understanding, friendship and lasting
peace among people under the framework and essentially support-
ing a universal aid.

To gain peoples trust Heyva Sor a Kurdistane refused to be part
of political conflicts and activities as well as racial, religious and
ideological contradictions. The charity is a voluntary organisa-
tion, has no gain of benefits from such as services. 

EFRÎN
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The campaigns and projects that were
carried out in 2018 together with the aid
organisations are as mentioned below; 

1-    Heyva Sor a Kurdistanê e. V.  – Germany
2-    Heyva Sor a Kurdistanê -France
3-    Stichting Koerdische Rode Halve Maan (Heyva
Sor a Kurdistanê)– Netherlands
4-    Kurdistan Rote Halbmond Schweiz (Heyva Sor
a Kurdistanê )– Switzerland
5-    Koerdische Rode Halve Mann VZW (Heyva Sor
a Kurdistanê ) – Belgium
6-    Kurdish Red Moon (Heyva Sor a Kurdistanê ) –
United Kingdom
7-    Mezzaluna Rossa Kurdistan Italia Onlus (Heyva
Sor a Kurdistanê) – İtaly
8-    Kurdiske Røde Halvmåne Norge (Heyva Sor a
Kurdistanê) – Norway
9-    Kurdistan Red Moon (Heyva Sor a Kurdistanê)
– Japan
10- Roja Sor a Kurdistanê – Australia
11- Kurdiska Röda Solen  (Roja Sor a Kurdistanê )–
Sweeden
12- Stötteforeningen Mesopotamians Sol  (Roja
Mezopotamya) -  Denmark
13- Anatolia Cultural Foundation – Canada
14- Heyva Sor a Kurd – Rojava (Northern Syria) 
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The Overview of 2018:

ROJAVA AND SYRIA

Hundreds of thousands of people have been killed, millions have
been displaced, and a large number of structures have been de-
stroyed in a way that cannot be repaired since the beginning of
the Syrian war, which began as a peaceful action and spread
across the country in a short time and became an armed conflict. 
The effects of the war which began on 15th March 2011, has
reached a global dimension beyond the local and regional level
within the region. 
The end of war where several countries has intervened including
Turkey is still uncertain

According to the statistics published by the UN and London based

EFRÎN
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Syrian Human Rights Observatory, a total number of 353 thou-
sand 935 hundred have people died in the Syrian war since 2011
According to the observatory data, 106 thousand 390 of those who
died were civilians and 19 thousand 811 of these were children
and 12 thousand 513 were women.

Observers confirm that the figures are only recorded the deaths,
and that the number of those who lost their lives is actually more
than 500,000.

According to the French organization Handicap International, 3
million people are injured in the war and one half a million people
have physically become disabled due to war. The total population
of Syria was 23 million before the war, however approximately
more than 11 million Syrians are displaced today including 6.1
million families, 2.8 million who became refugees in their own
country due to the conflicts  and war in the region.  However more
than 5.4 million people included children fled the country

EFRÎN

The majority of the Afrin population are Kurdish and it was one
of the most stable and safes areas in Syria before the war. 
Efrin has sheltered hundreds and thousands of refugees over the
last five years with an extremely little help of the  international
assistances.

In the days that is hoped that the war will finally come to an end
and solution tables will be established, Turkish state has recruited
groups of gangs to get an revenge from Kurds and destroy the
peaceful region as they have began attacking the civilians and
refugees in these Kurdish controlled cantons on January 20, 2018. 

The turkish state and its gangs have targeted and slaughtered
many civilians including clhildren and women  in Efrin without
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showing a single remorse as well as not recognising the rules of
morality and war laws.  They have destroyed many schools,
mosques, hospitals and bridges were demolished. The refugee
camps were bombed , the belongings of the civilians were confis-
cated and stolen by the turkish state and its gangs. During the time
of 2 months of attack more than 500 civilians were killed and
more than 1000 including children and elderly were injured.  
Due to these inhumane attacks, hundreds of thousands of people
in Efrin left their homes and took shelters in the Sehba region as
well as other parts of Rojava. The majority of refugees in Shehba
region are living in a very difficult conditions.

Turkish state’s occupation in Efrin  and placing its gangs brought
from outside the region to force the Kurds for displacement con-
tinues. 

ŞEHBA
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NORTH KURDISTAN

As a result of Turkish states attacks and massacres against the
North Kurdistan in August 2015, many cities such as Silopi, Sur,
Cizir, Nisebin, Hezex, Sirnex, Ferqin were burnt down and de-
stroyed. Hundreds of thousands of people were displaced by these
attacked, many people burnt in buildings and basement. However
the poverty Turkish state has caused still continues in the Region.

According to the Turkey’s Human Rights observations, the Turk-
ish states curfew was declared on 16th August 2015 and has ended
on 1st November 2018. During this time of period 332 curfews
were officially announced in 11 provinces and in 50 districts. 
Based on the reports the curfews that have been announced in the
North Kurdistan provinces are as follows; 
Amed (190 times), Merdin (53 times), Colemerg (23 rimes),
Sirnex (13 times) Bedlis (18 times), Mus (7 times), Cewlig (7
times), Dersim (6 times), Elih (6 Kez), Xarpet (2 times), Sert (7
times)
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The continuation of the total annihilation, elimination of tens of
thousands of workers from their jobs as well as disposal of thou-
sands of people in prisons as a part of the destruction system have
brought thousands of families into a great poverty. 

SOUTHERN KURDISTAN AND IRAQ

As a result of the problems that  occured between Southern Kur-
distan and Iraq in October 2017, The iraqi government began at-
tacks againts the Kurdish people in Southern Kurdistan. Hundres
of Kurds fled to Xurmatu, Xaneqin, Kerkuk, Daqoq, Taze, Besir,
Mexmur and Rabia and they still continue to live under very dif-
fucult conditions as well as in other parts in South Kurdistan 

Until 2018 Turkish state’s occupation continued in Southern Kur-
distan, civilians were massacred and targetted by air strikes al-
most every day. The villages, gardens and and agricultural and
settlement areas were destroyed. 

After the Natural flood disaster that happened in Minare Qendil
on 26 October, a great damaged have occured. Areas such as
Navdest, Surede and Balayan were affected. Kirnakaw, Pirmenke,

QENDÎL
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Berawa, Birede, Surede villages and again Navdest, Enze, Lewja,
Bokristan, Zergele, Pirdasal, Gocar and Birgirke villages were
also affected by flood. 15 Bridges were destroyed in villages in
Qandil Area and 15 villages were dewartered due to the damage
of water projects. The electricity supply was cut off in 15 villages.
Gardens and vineyards were also damaged due to the water chan-
nels. 3 hospitals, 3 mosques, 2 schools, Tens of houses were de-
stroyed and damaged due to floods. Dozens of animals, honey
hives and vehicles flooded with water.

In 2014, ISIS teror gangs committed a messacre and genocides
againts the Ezidi Kurds Thousands of women were taken as pris-
oners, many were captured and killed, thousands of people fled
their homes and became refugees in the mountains. Nearly after
15 months of ISIS invasion in the region, teror gangs were wiped
out of Sengal and the region was finally liberated on 13 November
2015. During the occupation, many buildings were destroyed and
demolished. After the liberation of Shengal the civilians returned
to their homes, However  majority of them still could not return
because of their demolished properties and homes. 

The fight againts ISIS attacks  continued in South Kurdistan and
Iraq, For this reason, many of the settlements, were destroyed and
people were forced to migrate to different regions. People are still
living in very difficult conditions due to war. 

EAST KURDİSTAN 

Settlements around Kirmasan and Serpela Zehawye which are in
the centre of East Kurdistan were destroyed due to the heavy a
natural dissaster occured on 12 November 2017 and the sufferring
still continues within the region. 

Civilians are whose houses were destroyed still lives in bad con-
ditions, tents and ina makeshift barracks.  On the 25th of Novem-

QENDÎL
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ber 2018 again an earthquake occurred in the same area and
around a thousand people were injured and many houses were
damaged. On the other hand, the massacres of the Iranian state to-
wards the Kurds who only make their livings by the border trade
between East and South Kurdistan continues. Poverty and unem-
ployment in the region have victimised millions of people. 

OUR PROJECTS

I – EMERGENCY AID PROJECT

This is a project that carries out an emergency aid to people in
needs, who have been affected by extraordinary situations such
as war, natural disasters, epidemic illnesses etc. Within the aspect
of this project we deliver basic vital needs to the victims; food,
clothing etc.

In February, 250 thousand europs were sent to the people of Efrin
who were under an attacked of the turkish state and its gangs. The
aid collected was used for the purchase of medications, medical
supplies to the hospitals in Efrin.  

EFRÎN
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In total € 690,000 was collected from the community centres in
Germay and sent to 170 thousand people in Efrin in the months
of April, May and June for the people to meet their basic needs.
The money was distributed to civilians to civilians who have mi-
grated from efrin to Shehba camp due to the Turkish state’s inva-
sion and its attacks on civilians.  

Food, clothing and other basic cleaning materials were brought
from other regions of Rojava and provided to the Sheba camp in
Efrin to meet people’s needs.  
1. 260 thousand and 964 Euros was collected by Heyva Sor
in Italy and donated to the people in Sehba region with the sup-
port and contributions of charities such as UPP, SiAmo Afrin,
GUS (Human Solidarity Group and M. Internasyonel
2. 30 thousand Euro was donated to the people in Efrin Sheba
Region from France 
3. In August, nearly 10 thousands Euro to the Kurdish
refugees in Lavrion Refugee Camp, near Athens in Greece and
Food aid was provided to whose who were trying to survive under
difficult conditions.  

LAVRION
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4. 650 thousand      euros and 100 thousand US Dollar was
sent to families of the victims in North Kurdistan in order to elim-
inate their basic and vitals needs in cities destroyed and ruined
by Turkish state in 2018.
5. On October 2018, 200 thousand Euros were sent with a del-
egation from our institution to the victims of natural disaster in
Qandil Region of Southern Kurdistan

6. In December 300 thousand Euro aid was sent to the civil-
ians in Sehbas to prevent them from the hustle of winter. With the
aid mattresses, blankets, winter clothings were purchased. 

II- RESIDENTIAL PROJECT FOR FAMILIIES IN SIRNEX

The aim of this project is to re-build an emergency residence for
the victims whose houses are destroyed and sheltered in Sirnex
Province. 
In this project, which was implemented in the beginning of 2017,
the houses that were built are between 60m2 and 80m2 and con-
sisting of 2 rooms, kitchen and bathroom and toilet. 

ŞIRNEX
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The construction of 118 residentials have started and most of them
were completed in 2018 as a part of this project. 
300 thousand euros and 40 thousand Frank was sent from Switzer-
land for the contructions of these houses. 

III- SIBLING FAMILY PROJECT

The sibling family project is one of the most important and valu-
able projects of Heyva Sora Kurdistane. 
The purpose of the sibling family project is to provide emergency
humanitarian assistance, to intercept migration,meet the basic
health needs as well as to provide psychological support.

Another purpose of the project to develop relations among fami-
lies who are willing to help the families in need and provide as-
sistance with the framework of fraternity law.  With this project
the families found an opportunity to who help the victimised fam-
ilies of war and build an empathy among themselves. 
The financial aid was delivered to those in need even though there
problems caused by the state. 
The amount to provided to the sibling family project is minimum
150 Europe a month. The aid must continue for at least 1 year. 
In 2018, 559 families from this project have found siblings and
the aids were provided to them. 

In total 5505 families benefitted from this project since February
2016 and distribution of financial aid to the cities are as follows;

CIZÎR: 1111, HEZEX : 291, SÛR : 758, SILOPÎ: 316, NISÊBÎN:
1045, GEVER : 539, ŞIRNEX: 1416, QILEBAN: 4, KERBORAN:
1, DÊRIK : 1, ELKÊ : 8, ÇELÊ : 1, WAN: 7,  AMED: 8, ÊLIH: 2,
FERQÎN:1

IV- FİTRE, ZEKAT AND  EID PROJECT 

- Due to the holy month Ramadan a financial aid of €200,000 was
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sent to the residents of Sûr, Cizîr, Şirnex, Nisêbîn and Gever, food
parcels were purchased and via the people’s councils distributed
to the people in need.

60,000 Euro worth food baskets was provided to the people of
Afrin on the occasion of the month of Ramadan who migrated to
Sehba region due to the Turkish state’s attacks and occupation. 

Heyva Sor a Kurdistanê collected donations from our communi-
ties in every country it operates purchased sacrificial livestock
for the sacrificial festival worth €150,000 and had them conveyed
to those in need living in Sûr, Cizîr, Şirnex, Nisêbin, Gever,
Silopî, Hezex and other cities and districts.

V- CHILDREN’S PROJECT

Children are the ones most affected by wars and conflicts all
around the world. The aim of this project is to reach out to those
children who had be fallen to trouble times, faced disasters, wars

ŞEHBA
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natural disasters etc. Orphaned as a result, deprived of protection,
vulnerable to exploitation, to deliver relief to them, to take them
under protection, to offer support to them until such time they can
stand on their own feet and look after themselves, to educate them
and to prepare them to life with the compassion of family. Ac-
cording to United Nations Children’s Fund (UNICEF) reports ap-
proximately one quarter of the children around the world live in
countries affected by wars, crisis and natural disasters. According
to the report, 535 million children do not have access to medical
care, decent quality education, food and protection. Researches
carried out by UNICEF and NGO’s more than 140 million chil-
dren lose their families due to wars and natural disasters and con-
tinue their lives as orphans. The lengthy wars and conflicts in
Kurdistan inflicted the greatest harm to children and tens of thou-
sands of them were orphaned. The moment Heyva Sor a Kurdis-
tanê was activated, the very first project was dedicated to children
and continued to be uninterruptedly. For 25 years thousands of or-
phaned, parentless children of in need were regularly supported
with monthly aids and this relief continued until they could stand
on their feet.

On this basis of 2018;

1. 60 thousands Euros was sent to 150 children in South Kur-
distan as a part of this project in order to help the children in
need. 
2. In 2018, total of 390,000 Euro was sent to 402 children
who don’t have parents in North Kurdistan. 
3. In 2018, 7 thousand 860 franks was sent to the Kurdish
Children in North Kurdistan from the Children’s Foundation in
Switzerland.

VI – HEALTH PROJECT 

The main purpose of this project is to request medical care and
meet people’s basic needs such as purchasing medications to the
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sufferers of war. Within the context this project we provide assis-
tances to build health centres, hospitals and provide medications,
medical devices, provide medications and to cover the costs of
treatments for people who cannot be treated due to poverty. 

1. Within 2018, upon request from our institution, we have
spent 98 thousand 330 euros for health expenditures, medical
care, treatment, hospital expenses, purchasing medication, med-
ical checks, purchasing prosthetics to sufferers of war.

2. Within the context of Medical Aid to Rojava project, in Oc-
tober 2016, a construction of a hospital has started in Til Temir.
The construction of the hospital was completed and became active
on April 5, 2018 and has started to serve the public.  Heyva Sor a
Kurdistanê has sent a total of 145 thousand euros for the construc-
tion of this hospital.

3. An individual named Stefatta Sanitaria has sent 300 thou-
sand worth medication with a total of 800 kilos to Rojava. 

TIL TEMIR
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VII- MOTHERS FOR PEACE INITIATIVE AID PROJECT
IN TURKEY AND KURDISTAN
In 2018 €7,980 was sent to Mothers for Peace Initiative for the
expenses of their activities who for many years painstakingly
worked to end the war and destruction in Turkey and Kurdistan
and ensure peace.

VIII- SOLIDARITY WITH SICK PRISONERS PROJECT

The aim of this project is to provide relief to sick prisoners who
are kept under bad conditions, dire or restricted treatment.
On this basis in 2018 Heyva Sor a Kurdistanê has sent €8,200 to
sick prisoners who are being kept under dire conditions in the
dungeons of the Turkish state or restricted treatment.

BECOMING A MEMBER TO HEYVA SOR A KURDISTANE

The most important factor that increases aid agencies and allows
them to reach more victims is that they have more members. As a
charity with a large number of members we know how much in-
come we will receive on regular basis and how to prepare a long-
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term aid projects to reach more victims.

On the other hand the position of an aid organisation with a large
number of members increases relations with the state institutions,
communities and other organisations as well as international in-
stitutions who can have a positive impact on joint projects. 
For this reason, we are requesting from all people as Heyva Sor a
Kurdistane to at least one person to reach an individual to become
a member and voluntarily take part in our charity. 

To become a member of Heyva Sor a Kurdistane, the attached
membership form must be completed and sent to our institutions
address. 

People who want to become members can also find form at
www.heyvasor./com/en/endamti or by sending the form to the
address or by phoning our in charity offices. 
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